

	Name: Lucy
	Date: Black
	Part Name: Firefighters
	Describe the part What does this part look like How does it feel What does it do: The firefighters part is strong, alert, and energetic. It feels determined and driven to solve problems and put out fires. This part is always on the lookout for danger and takes immediate action to resolve conflicts and protect others.
	What is the purpose of this part and function in your internal system Why do you think this part exists: This part exists to keep me safe and to resolve conflicts. It is always looking out for danger and takes immediate action to put out fires and protect others.
	What are the strengths of this part What positive qualities or behaviors does this part bring to your life: The firefighters part brings a sense of safety and security, as well as a willingness to take action and resolve conflicts. This part is quick-thinking and resourceful, and it helps me to stay focused and organized in the face of challenges.
	What are the challenges or limitations of this part What negative qualitiesbehaviors does this part exhibit: The firefighters part can be overactive and sometimes takes things to the extreme. It can lead to impulsive and hasty decisions, and it can also cause me to overreact and become defensive or aggressive.
	What is the need behind this part What underlying need or wound is this part trying to address: The need behind the firefighters part is a deep-seated need for safety and security. This part is trying to protect me from harm and to resolve conflicts, which is a response to past experiences where I felt vulnerable or threatened.
	How does this part interact with other parts in your internal system Are there any other parts that are in conflict with this part or that it is in conflict with: The firefighters part may be in conflict with more vulnerable or sensitive parts of my internal system, such as my inner child. These parts may feel overwhelmed or frightened by the firefighters part's tendency to take extreme action.
	How do you feel about this part Do you accept this part of yourself Do you reject it Why or why not: I accept this part of myself, but I also recognize that it can be overactive at times. I appreciate the protection and security that the firefighters part provides, but I also want to learn how to balance its actions with the needs of other parts of my internal system.
	How can this part be transformed or integrated into your internal system in a more healthy way What changes could you make to improve the functioning of this part: I can work on becoming more aware of when the firefighters part is overactive and learn to take a more measured approach to resolving conflicts and protecting others. I can also work on building trust and connection with my other internal parts, so that the firefighters part can work together with other parts of my system to create a more harmonious internal environment.


